Using the Same or equivalent assay used to analyze the Confirmed Load (M-I-96), promptly test all the producer samples comprising this tanker load along with a positive and a negative control and Instrument Calibration Checks.

**NEGATIVE**

- No Further Testing Required
- Report as NOT FOUND (NF)
- Notify Regulatory Agency Concerning Disposition of Load and LEO of Results

**POSITIVE**

- Promptly retest the Positive producer sample in duplicate using the same initial assay, along with a positive and a negative control with instrument calibration checks

**Result #1 - Negative**

- Result #2 - Negative
- No Further Testing Required
- Report as NOT FOUND (NF)

**Result #1 - Negative**

- Result #2 - Positive

**Result #1 - Positive**

- Result #2 - Positive

**CONFIRMED PRODUCER SAMPLE**

- The state regulatory agency (Testing state and state of origin) and testing state LEO MUST BE NOTIFIED